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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR THE POSTS OF PGTs & TGTs 

 

PGT (Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Maths,  History, Geography, Economics, English, Hindi, 

Commerce, IT, Food Production & Beverage and Bio-Tech.) 

TGT (Hindi, English, Science, SS, Maths, Urdu, Punjabi and Marathi)  

 

Age as on 30.06.2016 : upto 62 years (for retired teachers from Govt. controlled institution) 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR PGTs 

PGTs MA/M.Sc./M.Com with 50% marks or above and B.Ed.  

PGTs (Food 

Production & 

Beverages) 

Degree/3 Years Diploma in Hotel Management with 60% marks in 

degree/diploma in Hotel Management. 

PGT (English) English 

PGT (Hindi) Hindi 

PGT(Phy.) Physics/Applied 

Physics/Electronics 

Physics/Nuclear Physics 

PGT(Chem.) Chemistry/Bio Chemistry 

PGT(Maths) Maths/Applied Mathematics 

PGT (Eco.) Economics/Applied 

Economics/Business 

Economics 

PGT(Biology) Botany/Zoology/Life 

Science/Bio 

Sciences/Genetics/Micro 

Biology/Bio Technology/Molecular 

Bio/Plant Physiology provided that applicant had studies Botany and 

Zoology at Graduation level.  

PGT(History) History 

PGT(Geog.) Geography 

PGT (Comm.) Commerce with Accounting/Cost Accounting/Financial Accounting as 

a major subject of study.  Holders of Degree of M.Com in 

Applied/Business Economics shall not be eligible. 

PGT(IT) At least 50% marks in aggregate in any of the following : 

 

BE or B.Tech(Computer Science/IT)         

                              OR 
BE or B.Tech (any Stream) and Post Graduate Diploma in Computers                                                  

                              OR  

MSc(Computer Science)/MCA                  

                              OR 

B.Sc.(Computer Science)/BCA and Post Graduate Degree in any 

subject                   OR 

Post Graduate Diploma in computer and Post Graduate Degree in 

any subject                   OR 

‘A’   A  a   G a a   i  a y 
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subject. 

(Condition of B.Ed. is not required) 

PGT(Bio-

Technology) 
M.Sc.(Bio-Technology or Biochemistry or Genetics or Microbiology 

or Life Sciences)  

(Condition of B.Ed. is not required) 

 

 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR TGTs 

TGTs Bachelor degree in relevant subject with 50% marks or above in 

aggregate as well as in the concerned subject during all the years of 

study and B.Ed. 

SUBJECT COMBINATION IN GRADUATION FOR TGTs 

TGT (Science) Botany, Zoology & Chemistry. 

TGT (Maths) Maths, Physics & Chemistry. 

TGT (SS) History with Geography/Economics/Political Science, OR Geography 

with History/Economics/Political Science. 

TGT (Hindi, English, 

Urdu, Marathi) 

Candidate must have studied Hindi, English, Urdu as Elective Subject 

at Graduation Level. 

FCSA Graduation with Diploma in Computer Application 

OR 

‘A’ Level Certification from DOEACC 

OR 

BCA from recognized University/Institution.  

 

NB:  

i. Preference will be given to the CTET qualified candidate (Paper-II) for TGTs only 

conducted by CBSE 

ii) In absence/non-availability of above candidates preference should be given to those 

candidates who had worked earlier in Central Govt. Organization. 

iii) Retired teachers up to the age of 62 years may be engaged subject to their fitness 

and willingness.  

 

Consolidated remuneration per month:  

1. For PGTs   :  (normal station $27,500/- pm, hard station $32,500/- pm) 

2. PGT(Food Production & Beverages) - $20,000/-  

3. For TGTs   :  (normal station $. 26,250/-, hard station $31,250/- pm) and  

4. For FCSA  :  $26,250/.  

 

Cut off date to determine the age, educational qualification etc. is 30.06.2016
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR TGTs 

 

TGT SUBJECTS  Essential Qualifications Age as 

on 

30.06.16 

1 2 3 

English  i) Candidates should have 

studied the subject English 

as an elective subject 

ii) Candidates must have 

studied the the subject for 

all the three year in 

graduation. 

iii) Candidate should also have 

secured 50% marks in 

aggregate individually in the 

subjects during all the years 

of study. 

iv) Candidate should have 

secured at least 50% marks 

in aggregate in the 

graduation degree also.   

4 yrs 

Integrated 

PG/MSc. 

Degree 

Course from 

R.C.E. of 

NCERT in 

concerned 

subject with at 

least 50% 

marks in 

aggregate.  

OR 

a ’  
Degree in 

concerned 

B.Ed or Equivalent 

qualification from 

Recognized Univ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proficienc

y in  

Teaching 

in Hindi 

and 

English 

Language

. 

Upto 62 

Years  
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Hindi i) Candidates should have 

studied the subject 

English as an elective 

subject 

ii) Candidates must have 

studied the subject for all 

the three year in 

graduation. 

iii) Candidate should also 

have secured 50% marks 

in aggregate individually 

in the subjects during all 

the years of study. 

iv) Candidate should have 

secured at least 50% 

marks in aggregate in the 

graduation degree also.   

subjects from 

Recognized 

Univ. with at 

lease 50% 

marks in 

aggregate.  

Desirable 

qualification  

 

a) Experience of 

the  working in 

residential 

school . 

 

b) Knowledge of 

computer operation 

 

Upto 62 

Years 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Punjabi i) Candidates should have 

studied the subject 

English as an elective 

subject 

ii) Candidates must have 

studied the subject for all 

the three year in 

graduation. 

iii) Candidate should also 

have secured 50% marks 

in aggregate individually 

in the subjects during all 

the years of study. 

iv) Candidate should have 

secured at least 50% 

marks in aggregate in the 

graduation degree also.   
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 Urdu i) Candidate should have 

studied the subject Hindi 

as an elective subject. 

ii) Candidate must have 

studied the subject for all 

the three years in 

graduation. 

iii) Candidate should also 

have secured 50% marks 

in aggregate individually 

in the subjects during all 

the years of study. 

iv) Candidate should have 

secured at least 50% 

marks in aggregate in the 

graduation degree also. 

Marathi i) Candidate should have 

studied the subject 

Hindi as an elective 

subject. 

ii) Candidate must have 

studied the subject 

for all the three years 

in graduation. 

iii) Candidate should also 

have secured 50% 

marks in aggregate 

individually in the 

subjects during all the 

years of study. 

iv) Candidate should have 

secured at least 50% 

marks in aggregate in 

the graduation degree 

also. 
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Maths i) The candidate should 

have studied Maths, 

Physics and Chemistry 

during all three years of 

graduation. 

ii) In case of such 

Universities which provide 

for only two subjects out 

of the three as mentioned 

above, in the final year of 

graduation, the candidate 

should have studied 

Maths and Physics in the 

final year of examination 

and all the three 

subjects, viz, Maths, 

Physics and Chemistry in 

the first and second 

years of graduation. 

iii) Candidates who have 

passed B.Sc. degree with 

Honours in Maths subject 

would be considered 

eligible only if they have 

studied Physics and 

Chemistry in first and 

second year of the 

course. Candidates with 

B.Sc. (Hons.) in Physics 

or Chemistry are not 

eligible for the post of 

TGT (Maths). 

iv) Candidate should also 

have secured 50% marks 

in aggregate individually 

in these subjects during 

all the years of study. 

v) Candidate should have 

secured at least 50% 

marks in aggregate in the 
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Science  i) The candidate should 

have studied Botany, 

Zoology and Chemistry 

during all the three years 

of study in graduation. 

ii) In case of such 

Universities which provide 

for only two subjects in 

the final year of 

graduation, the 

candidates should have 

studied any of the two 

subject out of Botany, 

Zoology and Chemistry in 

the final year of 

examination and all the 

three subjects, viz. 

Botany, Zoology and 

Chemistry in the Ist  and 

2nd years of graduation. 

iii) In case of Honours 

Degree in any of the 

above mentioned three 

subjects, the candidate 

must have studied other 

two subjects in the First 

and Second year of the 

course. 

iv) Candidate should also 

have secured 50% marks 

in aggregate individually 

in all of these subjects 

during all the years of 

study. 

v) Candidates should have 

secured 50% marks in 

aggregate in the 

graduation degree also. 
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Social 

Studies 

i) The candidate should 

have studied any of the 

two subjects out of the 

following subject 

combinations in 

graduation.                    

A) History with 

Geography/Economics/P

olitical Science    

or                    B) 

Geography with History/ 

Economics/Political 

Science         

ii) History/Geography as 

above, should have been 

studied for all three years 

in the graduation. 

iii) In case of Honours 

degree in History the 

candidate should have 

studied 

Geography/Economics/P

olitical Science in Ist and 

2nd year.  Similarly, in 

case of the Honours 

degree in Geography, the 

candidate should have 

studied History/ 

Economics/Political 

Science in Ist and 2nd 

year.  Candidate with BA 

(Hons) in Economics or 

Political Science are not 

eligible for the post of 

TGT Social Studies. 

iv) Candidate should have 

secured 50% marks in 

aggregate individually in 

these subjects    

during all the years of 
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR MISC. CATEGORY OF TEACHERS  

 

TGT Essential Qualifications  Desirable qualifications Age as on 

30.06.2016 

Art 

Teacher  

5 years recognized Diploma in any 
discipline of Fine Arts as 

Drawing/Painting/Sculpture/Grap
hic Arts/Crafts after passing 
Secondary Examination (class X or 
equivalent) 
OR 
Post Graduate Degree in Drawing 
and Painting, Fine Arts from a 
recognized University/Institution 
OR 
Four years Diploma in Fine   
Arts/Crafts from Vishwa Bharti 
Shanti Niketan 
OR 
B.Ed. Degree/Diploma in Fine Arts 

from Regional College of 
Education.  
(Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts 
(BFA) after class XII will be 
considered as equivalent to Five 
years Diploma in Fine Arts after 
class X. 

(i) B.Ed. or equivalent 
teaching degree 

from recognized 
University.  

(ii) Working knowledge 
of English and 
Hindi or other 
Regional Language.  

(iii) Experience of 
working in a 
residential school.  

Upto 62 
years  
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Music 

Teacher  

Five years study in Music 
institution recognized by the 
concerned State Govt. as 
equivalent to Graduate/Post 
Graduate Degree.  
OR 
A Bachelor’s Degree with Music 
from a recognized university and 
B.Ed. 
OR 
Higher Secondary/Sr.Secondary 
with any one of the following: 
Sangeet-Visharad examination of 
Gandharva Mahavidyalaya Mandal, 
Bombay or Bhatkhande Sangeet 
Vidyalaypeeth, Lucknow or Indira 

Kala Sangeet Vishwa Vidyalaya, 
Khairagarh (MP) or Sangeet 
Prabhakar examination of the 
Prayag Sangeet Samiti, Allehabad.  
OR 
Following Degree/Diploma 
awarded by Pracheen Kala Kendra, 
Chandigarh: 
(a) Sangeet Bhaskar with 

Graduation in any discipline.  
(b) Sangeet Nritya Bhushan with 

graduation in any discipline.  
(c) Sangeet Bhushan or Sangeet 

Nritya Visharad with 

Sr.Secondary/Intermediate/P
art-I examination of 3 years 
Degree Course.  

(i) working knowledge 
of English and 
Hindi or other 
Regional Language 

(ii) Experience of 
working in a 
residential school.  

Upto 62 
years  

Physical 

Education 

Teacher   

Bachelor’s degree in Physical 
Education from a recognized 
institution  
OR 
D.P.Ed. awarded by a recognized 
University/Institution after 
training of minimum one academic 
session provided that the 
admission qualification for the 
diploma is at least University 
Degree.  

 Upto 62 
years  

Librarian  University degree in Library 
Science  
OR 
Graduate with one year Diploma in 
Library Science from a recognized 
institution  

(i) working knowledge 
of Hindi/Regional 
language and 
English  

(ii) Experience of 
working in a 
residential school.  

Upto 62 
years  

 

  

******* 


	Age as on 30.06.2016 : upto 62 years (for retired teachers from Govt. controlled institution)

